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Abstract given of logical modelling of the theory of mind in sec-
tion 3. The syntax and semantics of modal logic is de-

Results of functional imaging of brain activity indi- scribed in section 4, and it is applied to describe a sce-
cate that there is a brain component that handles "the- nario involving pretence in section 5.
ory of mind" processes which lead to humans being able
to work out the beliefs, desires, intetions and pretences 2. Theory of Mind Mechanism
of others. Leslte postulates a theory of mtnd that tnvolves
a decoupling process allowing a person to infer, for ex-

ample, ante' inetin etc Wemdlti'hoyo Gallagher and Frith relate in [7] that Leslie has givenamind manithrsm usiengit-order modal logic and iv a model of the theory of mind and that he suggests thatmtnd mechant'sm ust'ng first-order modal logt'c and gt've it "dpnso ersnaino mgnr icm7 r 7 7 7 l~~~~gt "depends on a representation of imaginary circum-an example of a scenario involving pretence which uses
the necamples ascend onvolvngpretence modali stances 'decoupled' from reality" [8, 9]. Leslie in [8] pos-

tulates that a special cognitive brain component, which
he calls the decoupler, is involved in handling the pro-
cessing of pretence. In his model the decoupler has a

1. Introduction two-way flow of information between itself and other
central components of the cognitive system. The de-

Gallagher and Frith [7] write that humans have the coupler has three subfunctions: an expression raiser, a
ability to deceive others and enter into situations and manipulator and an interpreter. The expression raiser
games of pretence. It seems from this that humans isolates an expression to be involved in a pretence,
are able to understand what is going on in another's say "this is a banana". The manipulator then proceeds
mind. Even young children can do this. This capabil- with the pretence, "this banana is a telephone". The
ity is called having a "theory of mind". According to [1, interpreter interacts with other central cognitive sys-
page 161], having a theory of mind allows normal chil- tems outside the decoupler to continue with the pre-
dren to understand a range of mental states and to use tence.
them in making sense of and predicting action. They In [7] Gallagher and Frith suggest on the basis of
go on to say that at two years old children can un- consistent results in several functional imaging stud-
derstand pretending and the notion of desire; at three ies of the human brain that the site of human men-
years old they understand that people have thoughts talising ability (decoupling) is the anterior paracingu-
and understand things and at four years old they un- late cortex. This is located centrally towards the front
derstand that people can have different and even false of the head. Based on this suggestion it is postulated
beliefs about the same state of affairs. that it is possible to model the decoupling process of

Aside from contributing to an explanation of the theory of mind by assuming that there is an actual cog-
working of minds without disabilities, the theory of nitive component with a more or less precise location
mind is also important in discussing the causes of dis- in the brain that is the site of the decoupler.
abilities such as autism [1, 6]. We abstract from the neuronal firing behaviour of

In this paper we will focus on only one aspect of the brain components and suppose that the "language of
theory of mind: the cognitive behaviour involved in the thought" is first-order modal logic. This language is
activity ofpretence and give away ofmodelling it based rich enough to represent thoughts expressed linguis-
on modal logic. In section 2 Leslie's model of the the- tically in a precise way and to also be able to deal
ory of mind is described. Then an informal account is with concepts such as pretence by making them corre-
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spond to modalities. So, "Pretend the banana is a tele- to be treated more carefully and formally. This will be
phone", becomes a modal first-order logical sentence. done in the next section and the semantics of our lan-
In the next section we give an informal account of how guage will be given there as well.
this works logically and make it more precise in sec- The simplest sentences are formed from relation
tion 4. symbols. Relation symbols can have a finite number

of blank places that can be filled with names of ob-
3. Modelling Theory of Mind Mecha- jects. An example of a relation symbol with one blank

nism is: contains-liquid(-). The fact that the Cup object con-
tains liquid is written as: containsiliquid(Cup). Another

In this section we will set up semiformal machin- example of an object is Surface. We use the relation
ery to model a simple scenario involving pretence. The above(-, -) with two blank places say that the cup is
treatment is kept semiformal here so that the argu- above the surface as follows: above(Cup, Surface). Com-
ments make intuitive sense and can be easily followed. plex sentences are formed from simpler sentences using
A brief formal treatment will be given later in sections 4 symbols for propositional connectives, quantifiers and
and 5. modalities.
SCENARIO. We are playing with a child. A cup is The propositional connectives are negation -, con-

held above a surface and we pretend that the cup holds junction A, disjunction V, and implication ->. Here is
liquid. When the cup is upturned we pretend that the how propositional connectives are used to form com-
surface is wet (even though it is not really wet). plex sentences from simpler ones. If X is a sentence

The scenario given above is terse and relies heavily then -iX is the sentence expressing notX. If X and
on one's understanding of the world to make sense. In Y are sentences then X A Y is the sentence express-
this section we will tease out components of the semi- ing X and Y, X V Y expresses X or Y, and X -> Y
formal modelling machinery to allow a start to be made expresses X implies Y or equivalently "If X, then Y".
on a logical treatment of the scenario. The quantifier symbols are there exists, 3, and for
We will need the following logical elements. all, V. They are used to express facts about individual

* Statements will be made using formal logical sen- objects in the domain that the language addresses. For
example, the sentence that there is an individual who

tences. For example, a formal sentence will be used
to systematise the statement, "A cup is held above is a man is written as (.x)man(x). The sentence that
a surface" every individual is either a woman or not a woman is

written as (Vx)(woman(x) V -iwoman(x)).
* We need a way of indicating in a formal way that The modalities we use are presented either in square

certain sentences are assertions which apply ev- or angle brackets. The shape of the brackets has to do
erywhere. For example, a formal sentence will be with the way they are interpreted semantically. This
used to systematise "It is necessarily so that if a will be described later (see definition 4.6). The necessity
cup containing liquid is upturned above a surface, modality is written [Nec] and the the pretence modal-
then the surface will be wet". Such a formal sen- ity <Pret>. The examples using modalities in the last
tence will be an example of the use of the necessity two bullet points above translate as follows.
modality. modalt'ty. ~~~~~~~~~~[Nec](contains-liquid (Cup) A above(Cup, Surface)* We need a way of indicating in a formal way that
a certain sentence is a pretence. For example, a Aupturn(Cup)) -> wet(Surface),
formal sentence will be used to systematise "Pre- and
tend the cup contains liquid". Such a formal sen- <Pret> containsliquid(Cup).
tence will be an example of the use of the pretence
modality. To start the description of semantics, consider the

The elements mentioned above are objects in an in- plain sentence
formal logical syntax. In addition to this syntax we containsiquid(Cup)
need to be able to describe what these objects attach
to or refer to in the world. This is semantics. Seman- (without the modal operator <Pret>). This sentence
tics describes the correspondence between syntactic ob- is true in the normal state of affairs in the real world
jects and objects in the world. We will start by describ- if we first identify the relation symbol, contains liquid,
ing the informal syntax of our language and then we with the set of things that actually contain liquid and
will begin to discuss the semantics. As result of our dis- then check that the Cup object belongs to this set. Now
cussion of semantics we will see that our syntax needs consider the sentence <Pret> containsiliquid(Cup). In
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a pretend play scenario it is quite feasible that the * An infinite list of constant symbols, denoted by c,
Cup object is empty and yet we want to have a se- d, c1, Cup, etc. These are used to name objects.
mantic correspondence which supposes the cup con- . Variable and constant symbols are called terms. So
tains liquid. The key to enabling this is to allow a se- a term can be either a variable or a constant sym-
mantic set up which has several worlds. One can cor- bol. In our syntax terms take on this simple form
respond to the real world and another to a world of because we do not use function symbols.
pretence. Then in the real world the cup will corre-
spond to an empty cup, but in the pretend world the The definition of modal formula follows. In the defi-
cup corresponds to one holding liquid. So the syntac- nition we include the modality <Poss>, which denotes
tic Cup symbol corresponds to different cups in dif- "It is possible that"; it is the dual of [Nec]. The notion
ferent worlds. Formal machinery needs to be used to of the free occurrences of variables in a formula is also
allow the syntax and semantics to specify this accu- defined because it is needed for the definition of a sen-
rately and unambiguously. First-order modal logic al- tence, given below. (A sentence is a formula with no
lows this to be done using predicate abstracts, see def- free variables.)
inition 4.1. Modal syntax and semantics are described Definition 4.1 (Modal formula, sentence)
in the next section.

1. Let p be an n-place relation symbol and

4. First-order Modal Logic XlX2 ... xn be variables, then p(Xl,X2, ... xn)
is a formula. It is called an atomic formula. Ev-

We follow the treatment of first-order modal logic ery occurrence of a variable in an atomic formula is
given by Fitting and Mendelsohn [3]. A good reference free.
for propositional modal logic (that does not treat first- 2. IfX is a formula, then so is -,X. The free variable
order logic) is Chellas [2]. occurrences of-X are the same as those ofX.

Modal Syntax 3. IfX and Y are formulas then so is X o Y, where ois one of A, V or->. The free variable occurrences of

In the informal treatment of syntax given in sec- X a Y are those ofX together with those of Y.
tion 3 we allowed blank places of relation symbols to be 4. IfX is aformula, then so are [Nec]X, <Poss>X and
filled with names of objects to give sentences, for exam- < Pret>X. The free variable occurrences of each of
ple containsiliquid(Cup). In the development given here these are the same as those ofX.
we do not fill in blank places with object names, in- 5. IfY is a formula and xis a variable then (3x)Y and
stead we fill in blanks with with names of variables (Vx)Y areformulas. Thefree variable occurrences of
and then indicate how to substitute object names for (3I)Y and (Vx)Y are those of Y, but excluding oc-
the variables. This is done so that the semantics can be currences ofVx.
handled with precision, so avoiding difficulties caused
when objects correspond to different things in differ- 6. IfY is aformulaandbc is a variable, then (Ac.Y) is
ent worlds. An example of this kind of difficulty was fa redicate abstract The free variable occurrences
given at the end of section 3. The substitution process of (Ax.Y) are those of Y, but excluding occurences
is carried out using predicate abstracts. These are de- of
scribed below. 7. If(Ax.Y) is a predicate abstract andt is a term, then

Our modelling of the theory of mind mechanism is (Ax.Y) (t) is aformula. Thefree variable occurrences
done with sentences. Sentences are special kinds of for- of (Ax.Y) (t) are those of (Ax.Y) together with t if t
mulas, so we first describe how to build formulas. We is a variable. (We recall that a term is either a vari-
do not need to use function symbols in our examples, so able or a constant symbol.)
we will not include them in our syntax. However they 8. A sentence is a formula with no free variables.
are easily incorporated into the language, see [3, page
196]. We assume that we have the following. We now describe how to make syntactic items cor-

e An infinite list of relation symbols. Each rela- respond to items in a world by setting up a semantics.

tion symbol has only finitely many places, one or Semantics
more. We use letters such as p or words such as

contaisiiqudto enoterelaton sybols.Again we follow Fitting and Mendelsohn [3]. We saw
* An infinite list of variable symbols, denoted by x, earlier in section 3 that we needed to be able to de-

y, 11, etc. scribe things both in the real world and in a world of
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pretence. So in our semantics we need more than one Definition 4.4 (Valuation, variant) Let
world. Modal semantics allows this very easily and nat- M =(, R, D, S) be a model.
urally. We also need to be able to say how one world 1. A valuation in M is a mapping v that assigns to each
relates to another. This is done by specifying for each variable x an element, denoted v(x), of the domain
modality, a binary relation between worlds called the of the model D(M).
accessibility relation. The intuitive idea is that if two
worlds are related, then one is accessible from the other 2. Let v and w be valuations in the model M. The val-
or one can see the other, or one is a modal alterna- uationw is an i-variant of v if v and w agree on all
tive to the other. The worlds, their accessibility rela- variables except possibly on the variable x.
tions and the objects in each world are specified by 3. The valuationw is an x-variant of v at the world G
defining a frame. For our modelling we only need a sin- ifw is an xi-variant ofv and w(x) C D(G).
gle accessibility relation to be used for all our modal- Definition 4.5 (Term evaluation) Let M
ities. If more were needed it would be easy to extend D, 5) be a model, G a world, v a valuation
the frame definition to include more accessibility rela-

tions. ~~~~~~~~~~tnM4 and t a term. We define (v, S)(t, G) as fol-tions. lows.
Definition 4.2 (Varying domain frame) A vary- 1. If t is the variable x, then (v, S) (t, G) = v(x).
ing domain frame .F is a triple (9, R, D), where

2. If t ts the constant symbol c, then (v, S) (t, G)
1. 9 is a set. Members of9 are called worlds. S(c, G).
2. /t'is a binary relation on 9. Riz is called the accessi- We are now able to define the truth of a formula in a

bility relation on 9. If (G, G') C 1R then G' is said model. The truth of a formula will depend on the model
to be accessible from G. The fact that (G, G') C Riz is M, the world G and the valuation v being used. If the
also written GRG'. formula X is true in the model M at the world G un-

3. D is afunction mapping members of9 to non-empty der the valuation v, we write M, G Kt X.
sets. For G C 9, the set D(G) is called the domain Definition 4.6 (Truth in a model) Let M
of world G. (9, lR, D, S) be a model, G be a world in 9 and v a valua-

4. The union of all the world domains, U{D(G): G C tion in D(M) and t a term.
9}, is called the domain of the frame nd s an n-place relatson symbol then e, G K
noted D(GF). 1. If p an if (vi)v(2,s t M,v( )P(x1, zX2, ..* * Xn) iff (V(X1), V(X2), . V. v(n)) El

We now specify what relation and constant symbols S(p, G).
correspond to in a frame. This is done using an inter- 2. M, G KFv -Y iffM, G luv Y.
pretation. 3. M,G 1Kv Y A Z iffM,G 1Kv Y andM, G 1Kv Z.

Definition 4.3 (Interpretation, model) Let F 4. M, G KFv Y V Z iffM, G KFv Y orM, G KFv Z.
(9, lZ, D) be a frame. An interpretation, S, defined on
F ts specified as follows.

1. If p ts an n-place relation symbol and G ts a world, M, G 1K (V)Y iffor every i-variant w of v at G,
then S assigns to (p, G) an n-place relation, de- ,W
noted S(p, G), defined on D(¶F), the domain of the 7. M, G KFv (sIx)Y iffor some i-variant w ofv at G,
frame. So S(p, G) consists of n-tuples of elements M, G 1Hw Y.
from D(¶F) . 8. M, G Kv [Nec]Y iffor every G' C 9, ifGlRG' then

2. Ifc is a constant symbol and G is a world, then S as- M, G' Kv Y.
signs to (c, G) an element, denoted S(c, G), of the 9. M, G Kv<Pos> Y ifffor some G' C 9, GIG' and
domain of the frame, DQ(F). So S(c, G) C DQ(F). M, G' lKv Y.

3. IfS is an interpretation defined on the frame F, then 10. M, G IKv <Pret> Y iffor some G' C 9, GlRG' and
the four-tupleM (9=,,D, S) is called a model. M, G' KFv Y.

4. The domain of the model M, denotedD(M), is the 11. M, G Kv (Ax Y)(t) ifM, G IKw Y, where w is the
domain of its frame, tD(¶F). ic-variant ofv such that w(i) =(v, S)(t, G).

A valuation is used to specify the correspondence Note that in general the truth conditions for <Pos>
between a variable and an element in a model's do- and <Pret> in the above definition will be different
main. because their G' may be different.
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5. Modal Account of the Scenario and so

We now give an account of the scenario using the M, G #=w<Pret> (Ay.wet(y))(Surface).
syntax and semantics of modal logic. For convenience But
we repeat the scenario here. <Pret> (Ay wet(y))(Surface)

SCENARIO. We are playing with a child. A cup is
held above a surface and we pretend that the cup holds is a sentence, it has no free variables, so using the re-
liquid. When the cup is upturned we pretend that the sult in Fitting and Mendelsohn [3, page 98]
surface is wet (even though it is not really wet).
We translate the scenario into modal sentences and

draw the conlusion that we can pretend that the sur- which is the statement of pretence we wanted to prove.
face is wet.
We need the following conditional statement to hold 6. Conclusion

everywhere: if a cup containing liquid is above a sur-
face and the cup is upturned then the surface is wet. Functional brain imaging studies have shown that

Let W stand for there is a specific brain location involved in the hu-
man capability to fathom the beliefs, desires, pretences

(containsiiquid(x) A above(x, y) A upturn(x)) -> wet(y), and intentions of others. This is called the theory of
mind mechanism. We have modelled Leslie's theory of

then the following is supposed to hold everywhere mind mechanism using modal possible world seman-
tics, where we have postulated another world besides
the real world in which the decoupling of pretense op-

Let us pretend that the cup is above the surface, erates. Specifically, first-order modal logic has been
that it contains liquid and is then upturned. Let X used to model the pretence mechanism in the theory
stand for of mind. More work needs to be done to see whether

logical modeling is robust enough to handle ongoing de-
(containsiiquid(x) A above(x, y) A upturn(x)), velopments in this theory. An example of such a devel-

opment is Tager-Flusberg's two component model of
then this is the statement of pretence the theory of mind [10].

In another direction, the behaviour of cognitive com-
<Pret> (Ay.((A.x)(Cup))) (Surface). ponents in inducing symptoms of schizophrenia has

Wnwrusaiay t, Gbeen modelled using a logic-based algebra [4]. This isWe~~~~~~nwagesmnial. Le G ') whr based on models of cognitive functioning developed by
G is the real world and G' is the world of pretence and

supposethatGG'). Suppose that D is sFrith [5]. More work needs to be done to see how the al-suppose that1/Z(G, sped- ~gebraic and modal approaches can be integrated.
fied and that the interpretation S is also specified; so
the model M =(, X, D, S) is specified. Let u be any References
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